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Summary 
 
The purpose of our thesis is to find how to determine the NOK/EUR exchange rate in 50-80 
years. In part two we present the theory we find relevant for our thesis. Initially we describe 
the dynamics of exchange rates and how they are determined. Further we present 
macroeconomic models used for exchange rate determination. Macroeconomic variables do 
not affect exchange rates homogenously, and therefore in part three we present the drivers of 
the Norwegian krone. The choice of variables is based on the knowledge we have acquired 
throughout our studies, and previous studies on this subject. These drivers are evaluated in 
terms of predictive abilities in such a time horizon required for our thesis. In part four we 
consider the exchange rate problem from a more superior perspective. We evaluate the current 
and future position of the Norwegian-, the European- and the world economy. Finally, in part 
five, we make our prediction regarding the NOK/EUR exchange rate in 50-80 years. Due to 
the availability of data and projections related to the subject, we have chosen to split the 
prediction into a “short term”- (2011-2020) and a “long term” (2021-2090) part. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The objective of our thesis is to predict the currency exchange rate between the Norwegian 
krone and the euro, in the long run. The motivation for our choice of subject is Agder Energi 
and hydropower plants. Hydropower plants have a life expectancy of 50-80 years, and the 
power that Agder Energi produces is traded at NASDAQ OMX Commodities Europe (known 
as Nord Pool), denominated in euro. When Agder Energi valuates the future cash flow from a 
power plant, the company needs to exchange the revenues from euro into NOK. In such a 
case, Agder Energi would benefit from knowledge about the NOK/EUR exchange rate 
throughout the plant‟s life time.  
Due to future cash flows being denominated in euro, Agder Energi and other multinational 
companies (MNC‟s) are exposed to a substantial currency risk (Agder Energi 2010). Being 
able to forecast exchange rates is therefore important, not necessarily to earn profits, but more 
to implement policies (Madura and Fox 2007). 
Due to the long time horizon, we have chosen a theoretical approach to our problem, rather 
than a more complex econometrical analysis. This is mainly because of the uncertainty and 
complexity associated with exchange rate prediction. Our goal is to predict a possible trend 
for the NOK/EUR exchange rate for the next 80 years. 
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2 THEORY 
2.1 The foreign exchange market (forex) 
 
The foreign exchange market is the world‟s largest and most liquid financial market (XE 
2011). According to fxTRADE
1
, there is a volume of around 4 trillion U.S. dollars being 
traded daily, where around 1.5 trillion is spot trading (fxTRADE 2011). This is the market 
where individuals, firms, and banks buy and sell foreign currencies. The foreign exchange 
market is not located in a specific city or country, but comprised of all the locations where a 
currency such as the Norwegian krone is exchanged for other currencies. These are different 
monetary centers which are connected electronically and are in constant contact with one 
another. All the monetary centers form a single international foreign exchange market. The 
spot currency market is open 24 hours a day, five days a week (XE 2011).  
The figure below shows the differences in trade volume between the foreign exchange market 
and NYSE/NASDAQ
2
. As we can see, stock markets are traded at a significantly lower level 
than the foreign exchange market. 
                                                          
1
 fxTRADE, O. (2011). "Benefits of Forex Trading." Retrieved 22.01., 2011, from 
http://fxtrade.oanda.com/learn/intro-to-currency-trading/benefits/trading. 
  
2
 New York Stock Exchange/ National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations 
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Figure 2.1: Trade volume in the stock markets vs. the forex market. 
 
Source: (fxTRADE 2011) 
 
 
2.1.1 Main participants  
 
The most important actors in the foreign exchange market can be divided into four groups 
(Federal Reserve Bank of New York 2011). 
Foreign exchange dealers: 
These are commercial- and investment banks, and other financial institutions such as 
insurance companies. This group plays a dominant role in the exchange market and is the 
major dealer in the interbank market. 
Financial and non-financial customers: 
These are smaller financial institutions that are in need of foreign currency due to foreign 
investments and other purchases (goods and services etc.)  
14 
 
 
Central banks: 
To some degree, all central banks participate in their nations‟ foreign exchange markets. The 
activity level varies from country to country, but central banks play an important role. The 
purpose with this intervention can be that the central bank may seek to accumulate, reallocate 
among currencies, or simply reduce their foreign exchange reserve balances.  
Brokers: 
The broker operates as an intermediary between the buyer and the seller in a trading-process. 
The broker must keep in close touch with the dealers and know the rates at which market 
participants want to buy and sell. This implies that the broker needs to know all available 
information in the market. 
 
2.2.1 The Norwegian krone (NOK) 
 
The Norwegian krone was introduced in 1875 and replaced what the Norwegians referred to 
as speciedaleren. The introduction of NOK led to Norway joining the Scandinavian Monetary 
Union. Although this union was dissolved in 1914, Norway decided to keep the name for their 
currency. Norway has a floating exchange rate, which is regulated by supply and demand in 
the international foreign exchange market (Norges Bank 2010). 
Every third year Norges Bank conducts a survey where the purpose is to look at the activity 
level for the Norwegian foreign exchange market. This is done in co-operation with Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS). Central banks and financial institutions all over the world 
participate in this survey, which gives important information about the activity in the foreign 
exchange- and the derivatives market. This makes it easier for central banks, governments and 
other market participants to see how the markets change over time. The average daily 
turnover in the Norwegian foreign exchange market was 22 million US dollars in April 2010, 
compared to 32 million US dollars in April 2007. This amount exchanged into NOK, results 
in a decrease of 61 billion NOK. BIS also reported that Norwegian banks had lost some of 
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their market share, falling from 0.7 percent to 0.4 percent from April 2007-2010 (Norges 
Bank 2010). 
The graph below shows what is called the trade weighted exchange rate for the Norwegian 
krone, referred to as the TWI. This is the nominal effective krone exchange rate calculated on 
the basis of NOK exchange rates against the currencies of Norway‟s 25 most important trade 
partners (geometric average using OECD‟s trade weights). In 1990, the index was set to 100. 
A rising index indicates a depreciated krone, while a falling index indicates an appreciated 
krone (Norges Bank 2011).  
Figure 2.2: Trade Weighted Index (TWI) for the NOK. 
 
Source: (Norges Bank 2011)  
 
Estimates done by SSB (January 2011) indicate that since the 1990‟s, the NOK has 
appreciated less against countries that Norway export goods to than countries that Norway 
import goods from. SSB argues that the NOK‟s international purchasing power is more 
strengthened than the industry‟s international competitiveness is weakened (SSB 2011). 
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2.2.2 The euro (EUR) 
 
Euro is the official currency in the Eurozone. The currency was introduced as a virtual 
currency in 1999 and as physical currency in 2002. Today 17 out of 27 countries in the 
European Union use the euro as their domestic currency. This makes the euro one of the most 
important currencies in the world. (European Commission 2011). 
When the European Union was founded in 1957, one of the goals was to create a „common 
market‟ for the member states. As time went by, the conclusion was that if markets were to be 
effective, something had to be done with the currency. The thought was that a single currency 
would integrate the members and make it easier in terms of economic and fiscal policies. 
Though each national government is responsible for fiscal policies such as tax and spending, 
the European Central Bank makes policies for inflation, stability, growth and employment 
(European Commission 2011). 
There are several advantages with having a single currency for the Eurozone. It makes the 
markets more efficient, cuts transaction costs, international trade is made easier and it gives 
the European Union a more powerful role worldwide. The size of the Eurozone also makes 
the euro less vulnerable to economic shocks, and gives the people a stronger European 
identity (European Commission 2011). 
 
2.3 Factors affecting exchange rates 
 
In this part we will present the macroeconomic factors that are considered to be the drivers of 
exchange rates. We believe this is useful for the purpose of understanding the dynamics of 
exchange rates. To illustrate how the different factors influence exchange rates, they will be 
considered at cet. par. (all else equal). In reality all factors are inflicting pressure on exchange 
rates simultaneously, though their impact changes continuously (Madura and Fox 2007). 
Exchange rates are like the price on any other products, determined by the level of supply and 
demand. If there is a high demand for a given currency relative to another, the price of this 
currency will increase, and conversely decrease if the demand is low. When demand meets 
supply, the exchange rate is in an equilibrium state, and there will be no surplus or shortage in 
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currency supplied or demanded. Exchange rates will not remain at the same equilibrium point 
over time, but will continuously keep moving, reflecting the changes in supply and demand. 
In our thesis we are discussing the relationship between NOK and EUR, and we will therefore 
use this exchange rate (NOK/EUR) in the forthcoming examples and discussions.  
The supply/demand relationship is illustrated with random figures in the graph below. When 
the price of euro drops from NOK 8.00/EUR to NOK 7.50/EUR, demand for euro increases. 
At this price level there is a substantial gap between euro supplied (X1), and euro demanded 
(X2). A price of NOK 7.50/EUR at this supply- and demand level, would not be sustainable. 
The price of euro will therefore converge towards the equilibrium level (E), where supply 
equals demand. 
 
Figure 2.3: Supply and demand for NOK/EUR. 
 
 
Source: (Madura and Fox 2007) 
The equilibrium price level, and the level of quantity supplied and demanded, changes 
continuously. According to Madura and Fox (2007) these changes can be explained by 
changes in the following five macroeconomic variables, and summarized in the equation as 
follows:  
 
Quantity of €  
Price 
of € 
Supply curve 
Equilibrium level NOK 
8.00/€ 
NOK 
8,50/€ 
NOK 
7.50/€ 
Demand curve 
E X1 X2 
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e = f (ΔINF, ΔINT, ΔINC, ΔGC, ΔEXP) 
 e, represents the percentage change in the spot rate 
 ΔINF, represents the change in inflationary differential between two countries 
(currencies). 
 
 ΔINT, represents the change in interest rate differential between two countries. 
 
 ΔINC, represents the change in the income level differential between two countries. 
 
 ΔGC, represents the change in government control. 
 
 ΔEXP, represents the change in future currency value expectations. 
 
 
Inflation:  
Inflation is defined as “continuous growth in the general price level. Inflation is the same as a 
drop in the value of money, meaning that at a given amount of money one would get fewer 
goods than before.” (Norges Bank 2011). This means that the purchasing power of a unit of 
currency is diminishing as long as there is inflation. If there was to be a sudden jump in the 
inflation level in Norway relative to the Eurozone, the price of goods in Norway would 
increase relatively to the Eurozone. The relatively higher price level in Norway would result 
in Norwegian consumers increasing their demand for Eurozone goods, and consequently 
increase the demand for euro. On the other side, Norwegian goods will be less attractive for 
the Eurozone due to the higher price level, and therefore reduce the supply of euro wanting 
Norwegian kroner. As inflation increases in Norway, the demand for euro increases while the 
supply decreases, illustrated by the shifts in the supply and demand curves. Changes in the 
supply and demand curves results in a shift in the equilibrium exchange rate, in this case from 
NOK 8.00/EUR to NOK 8.50/EUR, hence the NOK depreciates against the euro (Madura and 
Fox 2007). 
The inflation rate is the basis of the Purchasing Power Parity theory (PPP), a theory used for 
exchange rate determination. PPP will be further discussed in part 2.7.  
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Figure 2.4: The impact of inflation on exchange rates. 
Source: (Madura and Fox 2007) 
Interest rates: 
Interest rates are one of the main tools used by central banks to control and regulate a nation‟s 
economy. It is also one of the main drivers of a country‟s currency. 
 If the interest rate level in Norway was to suddenly increase relatively to the Eurozone, this 
could have an impact on Eurozone investments in Norwegian interest-bearing securities. A 
relatively higher yield on investments in Norway would therefore increase the Eurozone‟s 
demand for NOK. The NOK supply would decrease as there is a stronger incentive for 
Norwegian investors to make their investments domestically versus investing in the Eurozone. 
The exchange rate shifts from the equilibrium price of NOK 8.00/EUR to NOK 7.50/EUR, as 
a consequence of the relatively higher interest rate level in Norway. The NOK appreciates 
against the euro.  
 
Quantity of €  
Price  
of € 
Demand curve 1 
 
Demand curve 2 
 
Supply curve 1 
Supply curve 2 
NOK 
8.50/€ 
NOK 
8.00/€ 
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Source: (Madura and Fox 2007) 
According to Madura and Fox (2007), exchange rates between two countries can also be 
affected by changes in the interest rate level of a third country. If the US interest rate level 
suddenly increased significantly compared to Norway and the Eurozone, euro investors would 
shift their investments from Norwegian to US interest-bearing securities. The demand for 
NOK would consequently be reduced, resulting in a downward pressure on the NOK (Madura 
and Fox 2007).  
The interest rate as a tool for exchange rate prediction is further discussed in part 2.6, under 
the interest rate parity theory. Interest rate differentials are considered to be one of the main 
drivers of the Norwegian krone, and will be further discussed in part 3.2. 
Income levels: 
A country‟s relative income level (national income) is mentioned as a third factor by Madura 
and Fox (2007). This is because income can affect the amount of goods imported. If the real 
income level (adjusted for inflation) in a country increases, so will the consumption of goods. 
Quantity of €  
Price 
of € 
Demand curve 2 
Demand curve 1 
 
Supply curve 2 
Supply curve 1 
NOK 
8.00/€ 
NOK 
7.50/€ 
Figure 2.4: Impact of interest rates on exchange rates. 
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A fraction of the increased consumption is likely to reflect an increase in demand for foreign 
goods (marginal propensity to import). The cet. par. effect is an upward pressure on the 
foreign currency.   
An increase in the relative income levels and the subsequent increase in consumption could 
cause the economy to overheat. To prevent overheating and increased inflation, central banks 
can increase interest rates. From this we have that increased income levels can affect interest 
rates and inflation, which can influence exchange rates (Madura and Fox 2007). 
Government control: 
Madura and Fox (2007) argue that governments can influence their country's exchange rate by 
imposing foreign exchange barriers, foreign trade barriers, or by market intervention. 
Governments can intervene in the market either directly, or indirectly. If Norwegian exports 
need a boost, Norges Bank could intervene in the foreign exchange market, forcing the 
currency to depreciate by flooding the market with NOK (increasing the supply). This would 
lead to a downward pressure on the value of the NOK. To strengthen the NOK value, Norges 
Bank could use their foreign currency reserves to purchase NOK. The effect of direct 
interventions depends on the amount of reserves available to the government, which need to 
be considerable to have an impact.   
If the government intervene indirectly, it will try to affect the exchange rate by influencing the 
underlying macroeconomic factors like inflation, interest rate level, income level, government 
control and expectations on future exchange rates (Madura and Fox 2007).  
Expectations: 
The foreign exchange rate market respond to new information in the same way as the stock 
markets do. If a company publishes a financial statement that outperforms the market 
expectations, the stock price will be affected immediately, adjusting to the new unexpected 
information. The new stock price reflects the current expectations of the future value of the 
company. An announcement of a high inflation level in Norway, if unexpected, could cause 
traders to sell the NOK due to expectations of a lower future value (Madura and Fox 2007). 
The impact of, and sensitivity to different macroeconomic variables on a nation‟s currency is 
not homogenous. I.e. the NOK can react differently to changes in some variables, than for 
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example the euro. In part three we will assess what is considered to be the drivers of the 
Norwegian krone, and how they influence its value.  
 
2.4 Real equilibrium exchange rates 
 
Exchange rates can be divided into nominal- and real exchange rates. The nominal exchange 
rate is a variable where inflation and purchasing power have not been taken into account. The 
real exchange rate can be defined as the nominal exchange rate adjusted by the relative price 
level between domestic and foreign goods and services (Q. Farooq Akram 2003).  
The equilibrium real exchange rate can be used as a benchmark for investors who want to find 
out whether the real exchange rate is too strong or too weak. A higher domestic inflation or an 
appreciation in the nominal exchange rate against other countries, could lead to a stronger real 
exchange rate. This can result in a weaker competitiveness in terms of trade, and lower 
economic activity. A depreciation could lead to the opposite (Q. Farooq Akram 2003).  
 
2.5 Exchange rate forecasting 
 
Madura and Fox (2007) presents some techniques that MNC‟s use to forecast how exchange 
rates will move in the future.  
Technical forecasting: 
This technique uses historical exchange rates to predict future values based on patterns in past 
prices. There is a general opinion among academics that this approach should not be 
supported, because it is believed that exchange rates react to information and not past price 
movements. The media often speculate that an exchange rate has decreased “as a result of a 
three days‟ upward movement”. This does not necessarily mean that the exchange rate has 
fallen back because of a certain pattern, but this can be a random movement. Although it 
seems to be disagreement on whether exchange rates move in a pattern, technical forecasting 
is popular in practice.  
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Fundamental forecasting: 
Fundamental forecasting is based on fundamental relationships between economic variables 
and exchange rates.  
The following factors are important for fundamental analysis: 
- Inflation 
- Interest rate 
- Income level 
- Government control 
- Expectations of future exchange rates 
MNC‟s can compare the changes and differences in these macroeconomic variables between 
two countries, and develop projections about the exchange rate. The historical impact these 
variables have had on the currency value can also be important. These projections are based 
on subjective reviews or on quantitative analysis such as regression analysis. Using regression 
analysis, one can examine if any of the variables are significant, and if they have any impact 
on the exchange rates.  
Market-based forecasting:  
This technique is a process of developing forecasts from market indicators. It is based on the 
spot rate or the forward rate. 
A random walk: 
This model is based upon the thought that all relevant information regarding movements in 
the exchange rates in the future, would reflect the current exchange rate. Anything that could 
happen in the future which influence exchange rates is only random.  
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2.6 Interest Rate Parity theory (IRP) 
 
IRP can be divided into covered interest parity and uncovered interest parity. Pugel and 
Lindert (2000) define covered interest parity as; “a currency is at a forward premium 
(discount) by as much as its interest rate is lower (higher) than the interest rate in the other 
country.” Uncovered interest parity is defined as; “a currency is expected to appreciate 
(depreciate) by as much as its interest rate is lower (higher) than the interest rate in the other 
country.” (Pugel and Lindert 2000). 
To understand IRP, we need to briefly review the concept of covered interest arbitrage. 
Covered interest arbitrage is basically a way of making a risk free profit, by capitalizing on 
interest rate differentials between countries. The investor invests his money in foreign 
securities, which provide a higher yield than what is provided domestically, while 
simultaneously entering a forward contract. 
To illustrate the dynamics of covered interest arbitrage, let us assume that the Norwegian and 
the Eurozone interest rates are 4% and 6% respectively. Spot rate (S) is NOK 7.50/EUR and 
the one-year forward rate (F) is NOK 7.45/EUR. An arbitrageur
3
 purchases EUR 10,000, and 
invests at 6% in the Eurozone. Knowing that in one year he will receive (EUR 10,000 * 1.06) 
EUR 10,600, he enters a long one-year forward contract, selling EUR 10,600 at NOK 
7.45/EUR, and receiving NOK 78,970. If the NOK equivalent of EUR 10.000 had instead 
been placed in Norway at 4%, the payment would have been NOK 78,000 in one year, hence 
the arbitrageur would have made a net profit of NOK 970. Covered interest arbitrage will not 
be allowed for more than a very short period of time. Market forces will make the forward 
rate adjust. This offsets the interest rate differential, and eliminates any arbitrage possibilities 
shortly after they are revealed. The market will eventually end up in an equilibrium state 
where covered interest arbitrage is no longer possible, referred to as interest rate parity (IRP). 
IRP suggests that the forward rate will adjust according to the formula below, trading at 
premium or discount depending on the interest rate differential. 
p =  -1, where  represents the home country interest rate, while  represents the 
foreign country interest rate. 
                                                          
3 An arbitrageur profits on price inefficiencies in the market 
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p > 0%  implies that the home currency (NOK in this case) should appreciate. p < 0% 
implies that the home currency should depreciate. 
According to IRP the one-year forward NOK should have been traded with a discount of: 
- = -1.8868 % at NOK 7.3585/EUR. 
To understand the difference between the covered- and the uncovered interest rate parity, we 
will illustrate how an investor can exploit uncovered interest rate parity
4. Let‟s assume that a 
Norwegian investor receives an amount (Y) of a foreign currency, and that he does not need 
NOK until next year. He places this amount in the foreign country to an interest rate ( ). 
After a year he will change this into NOK, at an expected spot rate (E).  
 Amount received =  
Alternatively, the investor can change the amount of foreign currency into NOK today and 
receive the domestic interest rate .  
 Expected return in ( ) NOK = where S is the spot exchange rate. 
The theory of uncovered interest rate parity says that the domestic interest rate should equal 
the foreign interest rate adjusted for expected changes in the exchange rate. This should imply 
that i
e 
= i
h
. 
 
Uncovered interest rate parity for a period of d days is  
  
We can conclude that the difference between the covered- and the uncovered interest rate 
parity is that the forward rate (F) is replaced with an uncertain expected future exchange rate 
(Håland 2003). Uncovered interest rate parity implies that one combines covered interest 
parity with an assumption that exchange rates are driven, at the margin, by risk neutral market 
participants who are ready to take uncovered spot or forward positions whenever the forward 
                                                          
4
 The example is retrieved from Håland, J. (2003). Holder udekket renteparitet. 
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rate is different from the expected spot rate (Isard 2006). 
It is however hard to test empirically whether uncovered interest rate parity holds, because it 
is difficult to measure the exact expectations of the future spot rates. We will come back to 
empirical studies about interest rate differentials in part three, where we take a closer look on 
how this has affected the Norwegian krone. 
 
2.7 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 
 
The purchasing power parity is based on the law of one price
5
(Krugman and Obstfeld 2006), 
and argues that a basket of similar goods will sell at the same price in two countries, when 
measured in a common currency (Krugman and Obstfeld 2006). PPP was already discussed in 
the 16
th
 century Spain, and is one of the oldest theories on exchange rate determination. The 
Swedish economist Gustav Cassel revived the theory in the 1920's in his discussions on 
exchange rates and price levels. At the time, WWI had brought exchange rates off their 
prewar values and had brought varying percentages of inflation to different countries 
(Cunningham 2005). 
When measuring and ranking a nation‟s GDP, the numbers provided are often given at 
purchasing power parity
6
,as shown below for Norway, Germany and USA (CIA 2011).  
  
                                                          
5
The Law of one price states that in a competitive market, if two goods sold in different countries are identical, 
they should sell for the same price when measured in a common currency. No transaction costs are assumed. 
 
6
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Table 2.1: GDP at PPP for Norway, Germany and USA. 
  GDP (PPP)  GDP - per capita (PPP)  
Norway  $276.4 billion (2010 est.)  $59,100 (2010 est.) 
  $272.3 billion (2009 est.)  $58,400 (2009 est.) 
  $276.2 billion (2008 est.)  $59,500 (2008 est.) 
  
 
  
Germany  $2.96 trillion (2010 est.)  $35,900 (2010 est.) 
  $2.857 trillion (2009 est.)  $34,700 (2009 est.) 
  $2.998 trillion (2008 est.)  $36,400 (2008 est.) 
   
  
United States  $14.72 trillion (2010 est.)  $47,400 (2010 est.) 
  $14.33 trillion (2009 est.)  $46,700 (2009 est.) 
  $14.72 trillion (2008 est.)  $48,300 (2008 est.) 
  note: data are in 2010 US dollars  
Source: (CIA 2011) 
 
The PPP theory is generally discussed in the absolute form, and the relative form. 
The absolute form assumes perfect markets, with no transaction costs, and no international 
trade barriers. It argues that a basket of similar goods will have the same price, regardless of 
country, when measured in a common currency.  
The relative form is closer to the “real world”, accounting for transaction costs and trade 
barriers. If there is a domestic price jump, demand for domestic goods will not shift from 
domestic to foreign markets until the benefits exceed the costs of import. Prices at PPP will, 
unlike for the absolute form, not be equal in every country, but the range of which the price 
level fluctuates within, will stay the same.  
For the relative form of PPP, Madura and Fox (2007) presents the following formula for 
exchange rate determination: 
- , where  represents change in value of foreign currency, Ih home inflation 
and If foreign inflation.  
 
To illustrate, let us assume a Norwegian inflation level (Ih) of 2.5%, and a Eurozone inflation 
level (If) of 3.5%: 
–  = -0.01 
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To offset the increase in the Eurozone price level and re-establish equal purchasing power, 
PPP suggests that the euro should depreciate by 1% against the NOK. 
The purchasing power parity is based on the proposition that there is a long term relationship 
between inflation, price levels, and exchange rates. A relatively higher price level in a country 
vs. another is not sustainable over time, and market forces will force purchasing power to be 
equal either through changes in nominal prices or in the exchange rate. PPP is generally 
dismissed in the short run by economists, but is generally acknowledged to hold in the long 
run. Empirical tests by (Akram 2000) and (Papell and Prodan 2003) finds evidence for PPP to 
hold in the long run for Norway. 
 
2.8 Balance of payments 
 
Globalization has made international trade more effective and more important over the last 
decades. Countries import and export different goods and services from all over the world. 
Every country cannot produce the same products. Factors such as availability of natural-
resources, costs of labor, wealth and knowledge vary across the world. Countries develop 
what economists refer to as absolute- and comparative advantages. This can explain why 
countries import some goods and, export others.  
Balance of payments is a result of the globalization and involves summary statements which 
include imports and exports for a country during a period. The biggest factor in a nation‟s 
balance of payments is the cash that flows in and out as a result of imports and exports 
(current account). Balance of payments also include other cash in- and outflows, like cash 
received from a foreign investment, loans, foreign aid, tourism, and military expenditures 
(Salvatore 2004). 
The current account is closely linked to the value of a country‟s currency. It measures a 
nation‟s net export of goods and services. If a country imports more goods and services than 
they export, there will be a deficit on the current account. This can have an impact on the 
value of the country‟s currency. Let‟s assume that the current equilibrium price for the 
NOK/EUR in the foreign exchange market is NOK 8.00/EUR. If the Eurozone export less 
than they import, there will be a shift in the demand curve due to foreign nations demanding 
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less euro. The Eurozone needs to sell euro to buy the foreign goods, hence there will be a shift 
in the supply curve. Shifts in the supply and demand curves, result in a new equilibrium price 
of NOK7.50/EUR (Holden 2007).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: (Madura and Fox 2007) 
 
The example above shows that the cet. par. effect of a current account deficit is a downward 
pressure on the currency. However, it does not mean that as long as there is a current account 
deficit, there will be a subsequent depreciation of the nation‟s currency. As mentioned in part 
2.3 there are several factors affecting the value of a currency simultaneously, and that these 
can offset the effects of a current account deficit. Holden points out that there probably needs 
to exist a significant current account deficit, for the value of a currency to depreciate. The 
USA for example, have had a current account deficit since the 1980‟s but have not really 
experienced a depreciation in the value of the dollar until lately. Holden argues that this is due 
to the deficit recently has crept over 5% of GDP (Holden 2007). 
For Norway the situation is the other way around, with a current account surplus. This is 
mainly a result of the discovery of oil on the Norwegian continental shelf, and the revenues 
this and the petroleum industry in general has generated. Since the end of the 1990‟s, the 
Quantity of €  
Price 
of € 
Demand curve 2 
Demand curve 1 
 
Supply curve 2 
Supply curve 1 
NOK 
8.00/€ 
NOK 
7.50/€ 
Figure 2.5: The Current account and exchange rates. 
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surplus have exceeded 10% of GDP (Index Mundi). The upward pressure this inflicts on the 
NOK is partially offset by The Government Pension Fund Global (a.k.a. the Petroleum Fund), 
and the investments the fund makes abroad.  
 
Figure 2.6: Norwegian Current account surplus (% of GDP). 
 
Source: (Index Mundi) 
 
Balance of payments (mainly the current account) is unarguably an important driver of 
exchange rates, and illustrates the supply and demand for a nation‟s currency. The trade 
balance is part of the current account, and the petroleum industry and its impact on the trade 
balance will be further illuminated in part 3.1.1. 
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3 DRIVERS OF THE NORWEGIAN KRONE 
 
To be able to say something about the long run, we first need to say something about the short 
run. We will look at variables that have had an impact historically, variables that seem to 
influence exchange rates today and variables that can have an impact in the future. We will 
justify our choice of variables with previous empirical studies, and our own opinions based on 
acquired knowledge.  
The first factor we will introduce is the petroleum industry. Here, we will describe its 
importance for the Norwegian economy, the effect of the oil price on the NOK, and how the 
revenues are managed through The Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG). Thereafter, 
the interest rate differential between Norway and our trade partners will be discussed. These 
two factors are believed to be the main drivers for the NOK. Finally we introduce two factors 
that also influence the value of the NOK, but to a lesser extent than the first two; the stock 
markets and economic shocks.  
 
3.1 The petroleum industry 
 
The petroleum industry is divided into crude oil and natural gas. Crude oil includes NGL
7
 
(natural gas liquids) and condensates. The production of oil and gas in 2010 depreciated by 
4% compared to 2009. The total production equaled 230 million Sm
3
 o.e.
8
, with oil, gas NGL 
and condensates representing 104.4 mill Sm
3
, 106.4 mill Sm
3
, 15.4 mill Sm
3
 and 4.1 mill Sm
3 
respectively (SSB 2011).  
 
3.1.1 Impact on the Norwegian economy 
 
In 1969 the Norwegian oil adventure began with the discovery of oil at Ekofisk on the 
Norwegian continental shelf. Production of oil started in 1971. Norway has gone from being a 
                                                          
7
  A generic term for different types of liquid petroleum 
8
 1 Sm
3
: 0.84 tons of oil equivalents (o.e.). O.e. is an indication used to get oil, gas and condensates in the same 
unit of measurement. 
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relatively poor country, to currently being one of the wealthiest nations in the world with a 
high standard of living and a great welfare system. Currently the petroleum industry 
represents about 20% of the Norwegian GDP (Regjeringen 2010).  
Sweden has always been a natural benchmark for Norway, and is currently also the largest 
national trade partner (Dagens Næringsliv 2011). Compared to Sweden, Norway had a 
significantly lower GDP per capita from 1900 until the 1990‟s. The trend was stationary at a 
level of 20% below Sweden from 1900, until the beginning of the 1970‟s. From this point on, 
there has been a continuous upward trend, and the current GDP per capita level is more than 
40% above the Swedish‟ (Olsen 2008). The NOK/SEK relationship illustrated below clearly 
indicates an appreciation of the Norwegian krone from the beginning of the 1970‟s, and up 
until now (Norges Bank 2011).  
 
Figure 3.1: The NOK/SEK exchange rate from 1967-2010. 
 
Source: (Norges Bank 2011)  
 
Total imports for January 2011 was NOK 38.99 billion and exports totaled NOK 73.85, giving 
a trade surplus of NOK 34.87 billion. In this period oil exports and the petroleum industry as 
a whole represented 38.6% and 62.9%, respectively (SSB 2011). 
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generated from the petroleum industry, we can conclude that there would be a deficit on the 
trade balance. This clearly shows the importance of the petroleum industry on both the trade 
balance, and also on the Norwegian economy. In part 2.8 we argued that a current account 
surplus would leave an upward pressure on the nation‟s currency. For Norway, the trade 
balance, which is a part of the current account, leave an upward pressure on the value of the 
NOK. 
 
Figure 3.2: Norwegian foreign trade. 
 
Numbers are in million NOK. Source: (SSB 2011) 
The blue line represents total exports, the orange line represents total exports of petroleum products
9
, and the red 
line represents the trade balance. 
 
In part four we will assess the future development of the petroleum industry, and how it might 
affect the Norwegian economy in the long run. 
 
  
                                                          
9
 Crude oil, natural gas and condensates 
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3.1.2 The Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG) 
 
The oil price and the international financial markets both play a big role for the return on the 
Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG). The revenues from GPFG consist of the 
government‟s total income from petroleum activities, and the fund‟s return on investments 
(Regjeringen 2011). When the Norwegian government introduced the inflation target, a plan 
for how to use the petroleum revenues over the government budget, was drawn up. This is 
known as the fiscal rule. The fiscal rule was implemented to prevent swings in the petroleum 
sector from spreading to the mainland economy (Bergo 2004). Norges Bank established a 
spending rule that says that no more than 4% of the fund‟s return should over time be spent on 
the annual national budget (NBIM 2011). The idea behind the fund is to save money in good 
times, and spend money in bad times. Normally, an increase in the current account surplus 
will result in a higher demand for domestic currency. In Norway, foreign exchange revenues 
that accrue the Norwegian state due to a high oil price will be reinvested in foreign securities. 
This is done through the GPFG. Therefore, these revenues will not have a direct impact on the 
balance in the Norwegian foreign exchange market (Bergo 2004).  
 
3.1.3 The oil price and the impact on the NOK 
 
There is a general opinion among economists that the oil price influences exchange rates. 
DnB NOR analyst Maren Romstad (2008) found that primarily, the dollar has an influence on 
the oil price, and not the opposite. She argues that the correlation between the dollar and the 
oil price has recently increased. Previously, from 1980-2004, empirical studies show that a 
real increase in the oil price of 10 % resulted in a dollar increase of 9.4 %. This is not the case 
anymore. She suggests that the general opinion of the dollar being mentioned as the key 
reason for changes in the oil price, has had a strong effect (Romstad 2008).   
What about the relationship between the Norwegian krone and the oil price? Due to Norway‟s 
large oil sector, movements in the oil price must affect the Norwegian krone in some way. 
Since the oil is a necessary good, this means that an increased price will not necessarily result 
in a lower demand. An increased oil price will therefore represent higher revenues for 
Norway.  
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Haakon Solheim (2008) argues that a higher oil price will influence different channels for the 
Norwegian oil sector. A higher oil price will lead to increased oil revenues today and positive 
expectations for the future. Growth in revenues will primarily devolve the Norwegian 
government, and could lead to more investments. The effects of this will be higher wages for 
the households and a better economy in general due to an increased demand for labor in 
sectors connected to the petroleum industry (Solheim 2008). 
Solheim (2008) also reflects on the channels that could have a negative effect due to higher 
oil prices. Energy demanding companies will react negatively in terms of production and this 
will reduce their revenues. An increase in energy prices will reduce household‟s real income 
and result in a decreased demand for goods and services. Norway‟s export will be influenced 
because the country‟s trade partners will scale down the activity level. If Norway‟s real 
exchange rate increases compared to other countries, this will make it harder for the traded 
sector. From economic theory we have learned that an appreciation of the NOK and a higher 
domestic activity level can cause increased inflation.  
An interesting element is the correlation between the oil price and Norwegian krone, 
illustrated below. 
  
Figure 3.3: VIX vs. NOK TWI-correlation and the oil price vs. NOK/EUR relationship. 
 
Source: (DnB NOR 2011).   
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The graph above to the right, shows the correlation between the oil price and the NOK/EUR 
relationship. There are clear signs of a positive correlation over the last two years. The graph 
to the left illustrates the relationship between the VIX-index
10
 and the NOK. The VIX-index 
measures the fluctuations on the S&P 500 index and is a commonly used indicator to measure 
unrest in the financial markets. According to DnB NOR, previous studies have indicated that 
there is a positive correlation between financial unrest worldwide and the Norwegian krone. 
This means that financial unrest will lead to a decrease in the value of NOK. The political 
unrest
11
 in North Africa and the Middle East, however, has led to an increase in the NOK, 
mainly because of a higher oil price (DnB NOR 2011).  
What we have found in this part is that the petroleum industry plays an important role, both 
for the Norwegian economy and the Norwegian krone. We believe that in the future, the 
petroleum industry will remain as a major driver for the Norwegian krone. This will depend 
on the level of Norwegian petroleum reserves, and how the Norwegian government handles 
political issues regarding future oil revenues.  
 
3.2 Interest rate differential 
 
As the chapter about interest rate parity implies, the interest rate level between two countries 
can explain the exchange rate relationship. Changes in the Norwegian krone are often due to 
changes in interest rates. Increased interest rates normally make it more attractive to buy a 
claim and to reduce debt in NOK. This will lead to an appreciation of the krone. On the 
opposite, a reduced interest rate will reduce the demand for NOK and result in a depreciation 
against other currencies (Gjedrem 2001).  
We have previously showed that the uncovered interest rate parity theory says that the 
expected change in the exchange rate between two countries is implemented in the interest 
rate differential. A currency is expected to appreciate (depreciate) by as much as its interest 
rate is lower (higher) than the interest rate in the other country (Pugel and Lindert 2000). This 
implies that based on interest rate differentials, one can have an expectation about the future 
                                                          
10
 The premier benchmark for the U.S. Stock Market volatility, retrieved from Chicago Board Options Exchange 
(2009) 
11
 The uproar in Egypt, Tunisia and Libya (2010-2011). 
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exchange rate between two currencies. If uncovered interest parity does not hold, an investor 
would speculate in these movements to gain profit from the difference in interest rates. This is 
often referred to as carry trade. Carry trade is an investment strategy used by investors or 
financial institutions in which they borrow money in a currency at a low interest rate (the 
funding currency). They invest the money in a currency with a high interest rate (the target 
currency). If the target currency does not depreciate against the funding currency, the 
investor/institution earns at least the interest differential (Gyntelberg and Remolona 2007). If 
uncovered interest parity holds, this investment strategy will not hold.  
Chinn and Meredith (2005) found evidence that, from an unconditional forecasting 
perspective, interest rate differentials are of little use as predictors for the short term 
movements in exchange rates. For the long horizons, they argue that interest rate differentials 
only explain a small portion of the variance observed for exchange rates. However, UIP 
seems to do well compared to other structural models for the exchange rate (Chinn and 
Meredith 2005). 
We have studied the development of the NOK/EUR relationship compared to the interest rate 
differential between NIBOR and EURIBOR
12
. We observe that from 2001 to 2003, as the 
interest rate differential decreased, the NOK depreciated against the euro. From February 
2004 to late 2007, the interest rate differential entered an upward going trend where the NOK 
appreciated against the euro. In the period from 2000 to late 2007, there is a negative 
correlation between the two currencies and the interest rate differential. From 2007/2008, it is 
harder to identify any clear patterns. The interest rate differential is more stable, and the NOK 
has appreciated strongly against the euro since the start of 2009. As mentioned in part 2.3, this 
can be explained by many factors, but we believe that the financial turmoil in Europe has had 
a big influence. Several nations (i.e. PIIGS-countries
13
) have high government debt and 
negative trade balances. The uncertainty surrounding the European Union and the euro as a 
common European currency has led to lower demand from investors and financial institutions. 
The debt situation in Europe will be assessed more thoroughly in part 4.2.  
 
                                                          
12
 3-month interbank offered rates 
13
 Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain 
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Figure 3.4: The NOK/EUR relationship versus the interest rate differential. 
 
Source: (Thomson Reuters 2011) 
 
Even though the theory of uncovered interest rate parity does not always seem to hold, 
interest rates are known to be a factor that affects exchange rates. If we take our fifty to eighty 
year perspective into the equation, we will not be able to predict exchange rates based on 
interest rates alone. The market for interest rates is volatile, and changes happen very quickly. 
Unpredictable events may occur. This could force a national government to change the 
interest rate in another way than first expected.  
Norway is currently experiencing economic growth, with low unemployment and increasing 
house prices. This should imply a rising interest rate. A challenge for the Norwegian 
government will be how to balance the interest rate level so that the economy does not 
overheat, without hampering the conditions for the traded sector.   
Based on the explanations above, we conclude that interest rate differentials are inadequate 
when predicting exchange rates in a 50-80 years time horizon.  
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3.3 The stock market and the Norwegian krone 
 
In addition to the petroleum industry and interest rate differentials, stock markets are 
considered to have an impact on exchange rates. From 2000 to 2003, the Norwegian krone 
experienced a strong appreciation. Naug (2003) found that the drivers behind the NOK- 
appreciation were the oil price, interest rate differentials and the stock market. In his study he 
examined the relationship between the NOK, represented by the Trade Weighted Index 
(TWI), and the S&P 500 index. He found that they were highly correlated from January 1999 
until January 2003. The relationship is clearly visible in the graph below, especially in the 
time period pointed out (Naug 2003). The tendencies are the same for the NOK/EUR 
exchange rate versus the S&P 500 Index, but from 2007 the relationship seems to change 
from a positive to a negative correlation. The TWI versus S&P 500 seems to experience a 
negative correlation from 2005. Even though the picture at times can be a bit unclear, there is 
no doubt that stock markets are to some degree correlated with exchange rates. 
 
Figure 3.5: The TWI exchange rate vs. the S&P 500 Index. 
 
 
(Thomson Reuters 2011) 
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Figure 3.6: The NOK/EUR exchange rate vs. the S&P 500 Index. 
 
(Thomson Reuters 2011) 
 
How come there is, at times, such a strong relationship between exchange rates and stock 
markets? Investors always pursue investments with the highest return at a given level of risk 
appetite. If expected future returns seem uncertain, investors will seek other investment 
opportunities. This is what happened when stock markets dropped in the period from 2000 to 
2002. Investors shifted their positions from stocks to interest-bearing securities due to the lack 
of faith in the stock market return. In this time period, the interest rate differential between 
Norway and the Eurozone was positive, up to 4% at times, as we can see in figure 3.4 (DnB 
2011). The high interest rate differential combined with a low exchange rate volatility, made 
the Norwegian krone more attractive to the investors (Naug 2003).  
Can the stock markets be used as a long term exchange rate predictor? Stock markets are 
highly volatile. They react to unexpected events like the financial crisis in 2008-2009. The 
Norwegian stock exchange (Oslo Børs) for example, dropped from about 520 points to about 
190 points in less than seven months (Oslo Børs 2011). This illustrates the sensitivity to 
unexpected events and also how unpredictable stock markets can be. Even though exchange 
rates are correlated with stock markets to some extent, this correlation seems to be 
inconsistent. This is especially visible in figure 3.5, where it in 2007 shifts from positive to 
negative. This inconsistency and the volatility of the stock markets make it difficult to 
determine future exchange rates. Stock markets are in the long run driven by the general 
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conditions of the economy. It is therefore more reasonable to consider what drives stock 
markets rather than the stock markets themselves. For a time period of fifty to eighty years we 
conclude that stock markets are unsuitable as a predictor for the NOK/EUR relationship. 
 
3.4 Economic shocks 
 
An economic shock is an event that can cause a drastic change in an economy. A shock is 
both unusual and unpredictable. It is often related to a change in an exogenous variable. This 
is a variable that can‟t be explained by economics. An example is a natural disaster, such as 
an earthquake. A large earthquake can lead to financial unrest among investors and can for 
example result in falling stock prices. This is often a result of a negative shift in the investor‟s 
demand. The demand is an economic factor and represents the endogenous variable in this 
example. Another example is a temporarily stop in the oil production in a country such as 
Libya, which could lead to higher prices and concerns about the general oil supply. This is 
what we have seen in the Northern part of Africa recently, though this is triggered by political 
unrest rather than a natural disaster. This was also observed in the Middle East from February 
2002 to 2003, where investors witnessed a strong appreciation of the NOK. This was due to 
investors considering the NOK as a “safe haven” where they could hedge against potentially 
rapid rising oil prices (DnB NOR 2011). 
Disasters that occur over a small area in a large country have little effect on the long run 
growth, while the same disaster could actually decimate the economy of a small country that 
is more vulnerable (Popp 2006). Natural disasters play an important role in macroeconomic 
activity, but not necessarily like people seem to expect. Skidmore and Toya (2002) found a 
positive correlation between climatic disasters and economic growth, human capital 
investments and growth in factor productivity. A negative correlation was found between 
geologic disasters and economic growth (Skidmore and Toya 2002).  
Though such economic shocks are unpredictable, we must take into account that these shocks 
can happen. As we have shown earlier, macroeconomic changes influence exchange rates. A 
certain shock may not have a big impact on a country‟s economy for a large period, but in the 
short run it could have an effect on the supply and demand for a currency. For the purpose of 
long term exchange rate prediction, we conclude that economic shocks are not inadequate.  
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4 GLOBAL MACROECONOMIC FACTORS   
 
In our prior discussions we have concluded that what is generally considered to be drivers of 
the Norwegian krone are for the most part inadequate for the purpose of our thesis. They are 
too volatile and unpredictable in the long run, and the effects tend to be short term. We 
believe that the next logical step for us to reach our objective will be to consider the problem 
from a more superior perspective. If we can form a picture of how the Norwegian, the 
European (Eurozone) and the world economy will progress in the future, we might be able to 
make projections on a possible trend for the NOK/EUR exchange rate. 
A diminishing Norwegian petroleum industry, demographic changes, a slow recovering 
European economy, emerging markets challenging the established (advanced) nations and a 
halting U.S. economy are factors that directly or indirectly can affect the future EUR/NOK-
relationship. 
We have decided to divide this chapter into three parts; the Norwegian economy, the 
Eurozone and the world economy. Currently there exists, to our knowledge, no economic 
reports or projections for such a long time horizon as up to 80 years. The choices we have 
made in this part are based on macroeconomic theory and our own opinions.  
 
4.1 The Norwegian economy 
 
Norway has a small, open economy which is dependent on international trade. Import and 
export constitute around 50 percent of Norway‟s gross domestic product (Den norske EU-
delegasjonen 2011). As we have shown in previous chapters, the petroleum industry and the 
oil are important resources for Norway, but these will eventually come to an end. In addition 
to the scaling down of the petroleum industry, Cappelen, Eika and Prestmo (2010) argue that 
the demographic development, the growth of the Government Pension Fund Global and the 
world economy are the factors that will affect the Norwegian economy in the future.  
In this part we will present what we believe to be the most important factors concerning the 
future Norwegian economy. How will Norway cope after the oil era in terms of economic 
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growth?  Will this affect employees associated with the oil industry and the Norwegian labor 
market in general? How will the Norwegian government deal with the ageing-problem?   
 
4.1.2 The Norwegian oil reserves 
 
In part four we illustrated the effects that the petroleum industry has had on the Norwegian 
economy. An important question regarding Norwegian economy, and also the value of the 
Norwegian krone, is how much oil and gas is left on the continental shelf?  
The peak of the Norwegian oil production was probably in year 2000, where the production of 
crude oil was 181 million Sm
3
. Production of gas has on the other hand doubled since the 
millennium, and is currently representing about 46% of the total production of petroleum 
products (SSB 2011).  
Figure 4.1: Petroleum production from 1995-2010. 
 
Source: (SSB 2011) 
 
In a report made by the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD), the total recoverable 
petroleum reserves are estimated to be 12.8 billion (Sm
3
) o.e., whereas 5.5 billion Sm
3
 o.e. 
have been sold and delivered. The estimates of undiscovered resources are expected to be 7.3 
billion Sm
3
 o.e., with a range of uncertainty between 4.8 and 10.6 billion Sm
3
 o.e. The 
estimates are made on the basis of technical and geological assessment (Oljedirektoratet 
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2011). In 2010, production started from four new fields. In addition, 16 new discoveries were 
made. This can result in a resource growth of 78 million Sm
3
 o.e. of oil and 38 billion Sm
3
 of 
gas. The problem is that many of the discoveries have not been fully evaluated, meaning that 
the estimates are uncertain.   
A debate whether to start an environmental impact assessment in Lofoten, Vesterålen and 
Senja has escalated over the last few years. Political parties and oil companies are desperate to 
find out how much oil there is in this area. They want to start drilling as soon as possible, but 
the Norwegian government has decided to wait at least until the next Parliament election 
(Eriksrud 2011). In 2010, the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate estimated that 202 Sm
3
 
million o.e. could be found in the evaluated area. NPD‟s analysis indicates a 95 percent 
probability of finding at least 76 million Sm
3 
o.e., and a five percent probability of locating 
more than 371 million Sm
3
 o.e. (Oljedirektoratet 2010). 
Norway‟s oil reserves will have an effect on the foreign international trade for years to come. 
The country was the seventh largest exporter of oil (2010) and the second largest exporter of 
gas (2009) in the world (Finansdepartementet 2011). A decrease of these resources will have a 
negative impact on the trade balance, and it is therefore important to produce estimates on 
how long the petroleum resources will last. 
Höök and Aleklett state the following about the outlook of the Norwegian petroleum sector:  
“Norway will barely be an oil exporter by 2030, with only a few hundred barrels of oil 
available for export in the best case”(Höök and Aleklett 2008).  
If Norway does not find new, large oil fields, their trade partners will have to switch their 
demand towards other oil exporting nations. This can result in a deficit on the trade balance in 
the future if Norway cannot come up with a perfect substitute. Höök and Aleklett (2008) base 
their studies on official data from NPD and they have analyzed every oil field separately in 
terms of depletion rate, decline rate and cumulative production.  
Their analysis was met by skepticism from director Johannes Kjøde in NPD. His arguments 
were that the Swedish researchers based their studies on a static picture rather than focusing 
on the dynamics in the market. Whether Kjøde has a good point or not is hard to say. The 
reality however, is that Norway eventually will lose their position as one of the leading oil 
nations in the world. As a consequence, Norway could keep the oil in the ground and have a 
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more moderate oil production policy. This can ensure the future wealth for the Norwegian 
people (Höök and Aleklett 2008). 
 
4.1.3 The scaling down of the petroleum industry 
 
Recently there have been several debates about the consequences of a reduced petroleum 
industry for Norway. The oil (petroleum) revenues have been a blessing for the Norwegian 
government since the discovery of Ekofisk in 1969. As the reserves eventually will come to 
an end, economists have different opinions about what this will mean for Norway. 
The research published for SSB by Cappelen et. al. includes estimates up to 2030. These 
estimates are based on forecasts for petroleum production made by the Norwegian petroleum 
directorate (NPD). The writers assume that today‟s current policy rules, regarding the 
petroleum industry, will continue in the future.  
Below is an overview of the prognosis done by the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD) 
in 2009:   
Table 4.1: SSB prognosis. 
 
Numbers are in billion 2007-NOK. Source: (Cappelen, Eika et al. 2010).  
 
From the table we observe that the general activity in the petroleum activity is expected to 
decrease for the next 20 years. SSB‟s researchers argue that the reduced activity not 
necessarily will create macroeconomic challenges for the Norwegian economy. This is mainly 
due to the fiscal rule implemented by the Norwegian government, but also because of changes 
in the demography. A reduction of the petroleum industry is likely lead to a labor-supply 
surplus. At the same time, the ageing of the population will decrease the supply of labor. The 
downscaling of the petroleum industry and the ageing population will therefore have an 
offsetting effect on the labor market. It will consequently be hard to maintain the high level of 
2010 2011-2015 2016-2020 2021-2025 2026-2030
Investments 114,10 118,00 109,70 98,70 81,80
Intermediate consumption 109,10 106,10 107,10 102,50 83,50
Labor (in thousand) 42,90 43,70 41,30 35,40 28,00
Production of oil and gas 459,50 446,70 452,40 405,10 306,80
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production that the country has had since the early 1990‟s. This will subdue the potential 
effects a shock can lead to, and reduce the pressure on the Norwegian economy (Cappelen, 
Eika et al. 2010). 
Another interesting fact pointed out by SSB, is that Norway does not use the revenues 
generated from the petroleum industry. This means that Norway is currently not dependent on 
these revenues. Those making a living from the oil production are primarily the ones 
employed by the oil companies, and they work as the rest of the Norwegian population.  
The petroleum production gives Norway capital income from accumulated economic rent, and 
leads to a higher national income. SSB has found that this income only equals two years of 
normal economic growth. The bureau‟s conclusion is therefore that the problem “how to 
survive without the oil”, is more of a misunderstanding than a concrete problem. To maintain 
the country‟s wealth in the future, it is all about being able to exploit available labor 
(Cappelen, Eika et al. 2010). 
SSB‟s report, made to help politicians plan for the future, has led to a constructive debate 
among economists. Knut Anton Mork and his colleagues from Handelsbanken recently 
published a macroeconomic report based on forecasts. In this report they argue that SSB 
simplify the potential challenges after the oil era. Mork et. al. believe that the high earnings 
generated by the mainland industries is not only due to high productivity. They believe that a 
“natural local monopoly enables mainland industries to appropriate part of the resource rent, 
which one day will end” (Mork, Bache et al. 2011). They argue that non-oil industries benefit 
from the traded petroleum sector, both directly and indirectly. Examples drawn are the 
financial industry, restaurants and hotels. Handelsbanken conclude that the Norwegian 
government has neglected important investments in infrastructure, and spent too much on 
consumption and transfers. The bank claims that once the oil and gas industry winds down, 
the level of government spending will be reduced. The overall prediction is a potentially 
painful transition for Norway.  
Professor Hilde Bjørnland from Handelshøgskolen BI is also critical to SSB‟s report. She 
claims that reduced oil revenues will have indirect effects on the Norwegian supply industry 
and the Oslo stock exchange. National oil revenues create a conviction that good times lie 
ahead and this increase firms risk tolerance and make them invest more money. Bjørnland 
argues that Norway, together with Canada and Australia, has done well in terms of economic 
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growth since the financial crisis. The reason for this is that all these economies are based on 
commodities (natural resources) (Bjørnland 2011). 
 
4.1.4 Ageing of the population and challenges in the labor market 
 
Many countries in Europe will in the future experience a rise in the proportion of elderly in 
the population (Østby 2004). In Norway, the group of people over 67 years is estimated to 
double by 2060. This group will increase from 0.6 million to 1.5 million people. The 
population of people over 80 years of age, is expected to get tripled (NHO 2010). 
The massive increase in elderly people represents a big challenge for the Norwegian 
government. This will result in increased government expenditures, which are expected to 
exceed the overall growth in the economy. The demand for healthcare will be higher as the 
numbers of pensioners grow faster (Gjedrem 2009). An interesting question to this major 
concern is how the Norwegian politicians will deal with the ageing problem. There have been 
discussions about raising the tax level, but there might be some complications in terms of 
implementing these changes in a discrete way.  
Næringslivets Hovedorganisasjon (NHO) made an analysis for the time period 2030-2050, 
where the purpose was to find out how much money it will cost for Norway to maintain 
healthcare, senior care and pensions at the current level. The analysis concludes that this will 
constitute about 13.5 % of Norway‟s GDP, or 261 billion Norwegian kroner. This will 
represent a yearly tax raise of 32.400 NOK for every person who pays tax to the Norwegian 
government (NTB 2010).  
As described above, there will be a strong labor demand in the Norwegian public sector, 
primarily within health. The challenges that await Norway in the future can have an impact on 
the general economy, and this can affect the exchange rate between the Norwegian krone and 
the euro. A downward trend in the economic activity level can result in a lower GDP growth. 
If the real GDP in Norway is lower relative to the real GDP in the Eurozone, macroeconomic 
theory says that the NOK would depreciate against the euro in the long run (Pugel and Lindert 
2000). The pensioners will represent a large share of the total Norwegian population in the 
future. This implies a reduced labor market, hence lower production and a decrease in the 
GDP growth. 
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4.1.5 The Eurozone as a trade partner 
 
The European Union is Norway‟s most important trade partner (Regjeringen 2011). Out of 
Norway‟s total exports and imports, the European Union represents around 80% and 66.8% 
respectively. Trade between countries also illustrates the supply and demand-relationship of 
the respective currencies, cf. part 2.8. This implies that the EU is important for the future 
demand of the NOK.   
Previously we have established that the Norwegian exports related to the petroleum industry 
are expected to decline heavily from around 2020. According to statistics retrieved from the 
European Commission, the petroleum industry constitutes 56.8 % of the total trade from 
Norway to the European Union. As the exports from the petroleum industry are expected to 
diminish, the EU must switch its demand for oil towards other markets. The demand for NOK 
will decrease, and this could lead to a depreciation of the currency.  
The numbers provided by the European Commission includes all of the 27 member countries 
in the European Union, and not just the Eurozone. Some countries, including Great Britain 
and Sweden, have not adopted the euro, but they are both important trade partners for 
Norway. Our focus is on the NOK/EUR relationship, meaning that countries outside the 
Eurozone should not be evaluated. Currently the Eurozone represents more than 2/3 of the 
total output from the European Union (European Commission 2009). 
 
Table 4.2: Total Norwegian exports and imports. 
 
Source: (European Commission 2011) 
The major import partners The major export partners The major trade partners
1 EU27 32,544.7 66.8% EU27 69,635.3 80.6% EU27 102,180.0 75.6%
2 China 3,829.8 7.9% United States 4,170.0 4.8% United States 7,207.6 5.3%
3 United States 3,037.6 6.2% Canada 1,847.1 2.1% China 5,576.3 4.1%
4 Japan 1,219.8 2.5% China 1,476.5 2.0% Canada 2,936.1 2.2%
5 Canada 1,089.0 2.2% South Korea 1,670.8 1.9% South Korea 2,609.2 1.9%
6 South Korea 938.5 1.9% Japan 897.4 1.0% Japan 2,117.3 1.6%
7 Russia 793.1 1.6% Singapore 812.1 0.9% Russia 1,446.8 1.1%
8 Brazil 605.8 1.2% Russia 653.7 0.8% Switzerland 987.3 0.7%
9 Switzerland 552.5 1.1% Turkey 493.0 0.6% Singapore 975.7 0.7%
10 Turkey 381.3 0.8% Switzerland 434.8 0.5% Brazil 931.2 0.7%
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4.2 The Eurozone 
 
In the following we will assess the Eurozone‟s economic prospects. We will consider the 
current debt situation that has taken its hold on the European economy. Like we argued in part 
4.1.5, the future trading conditions for the Eurozone is likely to have an impact on the value 
of the euro. 
The EU is currently the largest economy in the world with its 27 member nations. Estimates 
from 2010, place the EU economy marginally in front of the American with a GDP at PPP of 
$14,900 million vs. $14,720 million (CIA 2011). 2009-estimates from the European 
Commission show that the EU represents 16.58% of world trade. USA and China follows on 
second and third place with 13.69% and 11.46% respectively.  
In the majority of statistics available, the Eurozone is generally not separated from the 
European Union. In 2006 the Eurozone represented 14.6% of world GDP (at PPP), and the 
whole EU represented 21%. In the following discussions we will use data on the euro area 
where it‟s available. 
 
4.2.1 The debt crisis in the European Union 
 
When the financial crisis hit the world in 2008, it revealed a fragile financial system in several 
of the member countries of the European Union. This was mainly a consequence of excessive 
lending for several years before the bubble finally burst (Handelsbanken 2010). Due to high 
debt, both Ireland and Greece were in 2010 forced to accept financial aid from the EU and 
IMF (DnB 2011). Greece currently has a gross debt of about 150% of GDP. Italy and Ireland 
follows with 120% and 114% respectively (Thomson Reuters 2011). For 2011 the PIIGS-
countries alone, have an estimated financial need of EUR 666 billion (DnB 2011). The graph 
below shows the development and projection of future gross debt for the PIIGS-countries and 
Norway, until 2016. We can see that the gross debt has increased heavily for the PIIGS-
countries since the financial crisis struck. For Norway the situation is considerably better, 
with a current gross debt level of about 55% of GDP, where it will remain stable until at least 
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2016 (Thomson Reuters 2011). The graph shows that the expectations regarding the 
improvement of the PIIGS-countries‟ debt level, are rather low.  
Figure 4.2: Gross debt PIIGS and Norway. 
 
Source: (Thomson Reuters 2011) 
 
Empirical studies show that such high levels of debt are not sustainable. As gross national 
debt reaches 90% of GDP, it tends to inhibit growth, partially due to high government bond 
rates (DnB 2011). As the risk of collapse has risen in several nations, interest rates (yields) on 
government bonds have increased rapidly due to the high risk premium. Government bonds 
with a ten-year maturity, issued by e.g. Greece and Portugal, were in April 2011 yielding 
15.66% and 9.64% respectively (Trading Economics 2011). The high government bond rates 
and the costs they represent for a nation will be at the expense of private investments and 
productivity growth. As the difference between government borrowing rates and economic 
growth rates increases, the challenge of stabilizing debt gets even harder. For Greece and 
Ireland, with a gross debt around 150 % and 120 % of GDP respectively, costs related to debt 
will therefore hamper the economic growth for many years to come.  
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4.2.2 Trade in the EU and the Eurozone 
 
Cross country trade is an important driver for the exchange rates. As for the NOK/EUR 
relationship, the future trade flow in the Eurozone will have a direct and an indirect impact on 
the exchange rate. If the EU experiences low economic growth, this can have a negative effect 
on the demand for Norwegian goods. The demand for the Norwegian krone will consequently 
be reduced. Indirectly, the NOK/EUR exchange rate could be affected if the euro were to 
depreciate on a general basis. This depreciation could come as a result of decreased demand 
for euro-goods and services, cf. part 2.8. A weaker euro would make Norwegian goods less 
attractive, due to an unfavorable exchange rate. 
Currently the biggest EU trade partner is the BRIC
14
- nations. Out of the total imports and 
exports, the BRIC-nations count for 33.7%  and 19.7% respectively (European Commission 
2011). IMF points out that the emerging markets have recovered faster and are experiencing a 
higher GDP growth, than the so-called advanced economies (IMF 2011). The BRICS nations 
will by 2015, according to Dagens Næringsliv represent one third of the world economy 
(Lund 2011).  
In 2010, BRICS experienced an economic growth of 7.3%, vs. 3% for the advanced 
economies. As these nation‟s economies continue to prosper, the standard of living will 
increase. The need for improvement in infrastructure will increase, as will demand for luxury 
goods. Consequently, increase in the demand for manufactured goods, machinery, transport 
equipment and oil will follow. 
The main areas of export in the Eurozone and the EU are manufactured goods. E.g. SITC
15
 7 
machinery and transport equipment represents 41.9% of total exports. The BRICS demand 
for Eurozone and EU goods are therefore likely to increase in the coming years. As the 
                                                          
14 BRIC have extended to BRICS, as South Africa joined in 2011. Throughout the paper, BRIC and BRICS will be 
used interchangeably. This is due to South Africa becoming a member in 2011. Therefore, in the majority of 
data provided South Africa is not included.  BBC (2011). "Will Brics strengthen South Africa's economic 
foundations." Retrieved 04.05, 2011, from http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-12113830. 
  
15
 “The Standard International Trade classification of the UN, allows a comparison of external trade statistics to 
be made on a worldwide basis” European Commission (2010). "International trade in goods." Retrieved 22.04, 
2011, from http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/International_trade_in_goods. 
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demand for euro goods increase this will (cet. par.) leave an upward pressure on the value of 
the euro. 
 
Table 4.3: European exports to the world. 
European Union, exports to the world Value Share of 
SITC codes SITC sections millions of € total (%) 
SITC T TOTAL 1 348 278 100,0% 
SITC 7 Machinery and transport equipment 564 427 41,9% 
SITC 6 Manufactured goods classified chiefly by material 166 827 12,4% 
SITC 5 Chemicals and related prod, n.e.s. 140 563 10,4% 
SITC 8 Miscellaneous manufactured articles 136 325 10,1% 
SITC 3 Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials 75 164 5,6% 
SITC 0 Food and live animals 52 474 3,9% 
SITC 9 Commodities and transactions n.c.e. 39 317 2,9% 
SITC 2 Crude materials, inedible, except fuels 34 179 2,5% 
SITC 1 Beverages and tobacco 17 566 1,3% 
SITC 4 Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes 3 020 0,2% 
Source: (European Commission 2011) 
 
4.2.3 Projections on future economic growth 
 
The debt situation will be a challenge for the EU and the Eurozone in the coming years. A lot 
of resources will be allocated to re-establish economic and financial stability, hence the 
economic growth is assumed to be low in the coming years. “A gradual and uneven recovery 
is under way in Europe”, is one of the headlines in the IMF World Economic Outlook 2011- 
report. Advanced Europe
16
 is recovering slower than Emerging Europe
17
. Real GDP
18
 for 
advanced Europe is expected to grow by 1.75% in 2011 and by 2% in 2012. For emerging 
European economies, the projections are 3.75% in 2011 and 4% in 2012. For Norway, the 
GDP projections are 2.9% and 2.5% for 2011 and 2012 respectively. The Eurozone is 
expected to have a real GDP growth in 2011 and 2012 of 1.6% and 1.8% respectively (IMF 
2011). Below are projections on GDP growth for the Eurozone from 2007-2060, based on 
estimates by the European Commission. 
                                                          
16
 E.g. Germany, France Italy, Belgium, Austria, Greece, Portugal (IMF 2011). 
17
 E.g. Turkey, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Croatia Latvia (IMF 2011) 
18
 GDP, adjusted for inflation. 
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Figure 4.3: Projected GDP growth for the Eurozone. 
 
Source: (European Commission 2009) 
 
Like Norway, the EU will also experience changes in the demography. According to a report 
made by the European Commission, the population over 65 is estimated to increase 
approximately by 75% and 125% by 2060, for the Eurozone and Norway respectively. In the 
report Norway is assumed to experience a growth in costs related to the ageing of the 
population
19
 of about 9% compared to about 4% for the Eurozone (European Commission 
2009). These costs will represent a major challenge for the Eurozone economy, and will 
therefore be an important factor in our prediction of the long term NOK/EUR relationship. 
Will Greece, Ireland and Portugal be able to repay their loans from ECB and IMF, or is a 
restructuring of their debt inevitable? If so, how will this impact the Eurozone economy? Will 
Spain or Italy follow? There are a lot of uncertainties surrounding the EU and the Eurozone, 
which reflect the difficulties regarding long term projections. From the IMF discussion forum, 
a member describes the situation in the following way: 
  
                                                          
19
 Pensions, health care, long-term care, unemployment benefits and education. 
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“I doubt long-term projections can be executed with even a minimum degree of accuracy 
right now. There is too much uncertainty in the marketplace that does
20
 deep, all the way to 
the consumer level that then ripples upward to affect the financial sector and markets and 
ultimately government balances.” (IMF 2010). 
  
For the purpose of our thesis we will have to assume that the EU and the Eurozone makes it 
out of the crisis, and also that the euro as a currency survives. IMF argues that on the positive 
side of the current financial turmoil, the EU and the Eurozone will hopefully emerge with 
stronger policy institutions and have made big steps toward its goal of integration and 
convergence amongst the member countries (IMF 2009). 
 
4.3 The world economy 
 
The world has become a smaller place over the last decades. The interactions between 
countries and continents are getting larger by the day, and the technological development has 
made communication and international trade easier. “Norway is effectively less integrated in 
the global economy than many of its peers. Norway‟s economic performance is strong but 
reflects the role of natural resource wealth rather than the attractiveness of the country as a 
business location” (Ketels 2011). If we assume that the Norwegian petroleum industry 
eventually will come to an end, Norway must integrate more in the international society. 
Norway has a small, peripheral role in the world economy, and global events can have a big 
influence on the country in several ways. On the opposite, events that occur within the 
Norwegian economy would not have a big effect on the world economy.  
For the Eurozone, the situation is different. Changes that arise in other parts of the world will 
influence the Eurozone in a more substantial way than in Norway. The Eurozone has a closer 
connection to USA and the emerging markets in terms of trade and other political measures.  
In this part we will focus on United States‟ position in the world, and how emerging markets 
are getting more involved in international trade and investments.  
                                                          
20
 Presumably a typo for; goes 
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4.3.1 The American economy 
 
The European Union may be the largest economy in the world based on the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), but USA is still the richest country in the world (CIA 2011). The American 
economy has suffered since the financial crisis, but there are signs of improvement. Today‟s 
economic situation is complex. Budget deficits, increasing debt, a negative trade balance and 
heavy military commitments are some of the challenges that need to be dealt with. USA is 
self-sufficient in commodities, with the exception of oil. In 2009, the sum of imports and 
exports constituted 25 percent of the country‟s GDP. The country is by far the world‟s largest 
importer of goods (Utenriksdepartementet 2011).  
The activities of The Federal Reserve and the world economy influence each other. When 
deciding on monetary policies aimed to reach certain economic goals, The Federal Reserve 
considers the record of US international transactions, changes in foreign exchange rates, and 
other international economic developments. Policies made by the American central bank are 
influenced by international developments, and vice versa. To maintain stability in the 
international markets, the Federal Reserve can make international transactions with the 
purpose of influencing the value of the dollar in relation to foreign currencies. During some 
episodes of downward pressure on the US dollar, the Federal Reserve has purchased dollars 
(sold foreign currency), reducing the selling pressure on the dollar. Likewise, the Central bank 
has sold US dollars during episodes of upward pressure on the currency (The Federal Reserve 
2011).  
American domestic reports from markets such as labor, real estate or interest rates, have an 
impact on the world‟s stock markets, and to some extent exchange rates. If the reports do not 
match the investors‟ expectations, the international financial markets will react in a negative 
manner. If the reports exceed the expectations, the financial markets will react in a positive 
manner, resulting in a rise in the stock markets in the USA and also the rest of the world. A 
weak American economy could also lead to lower demand for imports of goods and 
commodities, which can affect USA‟s most important trade partners.  
USA has a close, economic relation to Norway. As mentioned, Norway supplies the world 
market with oil, and USA is a leading actor in this market. In recent years, Norway has 
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become an investor in the US markets through The Government Pension Fund Global. The 
GPFG has invested around one third of the value in the USA (Utenriksdepartementet 2011). 
At the end of March 2011, USA had an unemployment rate of 8.8 percent (BLS 2011)
21
. As 
mentioned, USA is self-sufficient and its economy is dependent on the consumers. If the 
consumers do not work, the production will stop and the overall consumption will be reduced. 
With such a high unemployment rate, it will be difficult for the American economy to 
maintain high economic growth in the coming years.  
The unemployment rate will remain high in the next years. Private employment will rise 
much faster than government employment (Handelsbanken 2010). In October 2010, the 
American central bank started purchasing Treasury securities
22
 and other bonds in the 
financial markets. This was done to stimulate the economy which will lead to higher domestic 
prices (Strømsheim 2011). So far, this does not seem to have had any impact. The high 
unemployment should be dealt with directly, not via general monetary easing. Unfortunately, 
fiscal policy is in a political gridlock. This implies that monetary policy is the only available 
way of stimulating the economy (Handelsbanken 2010).  
After all, the financial crisis was triggered by events that occurred in the American real estate-
markets. Rotten mortgages (subprime loans
23
) were packed and divided into complicated 
savings products, and sold to investors all over the world (Isachsen 2008). This illustrates how 
much influence United States possesses. To summarize, what happens in the USA in the 
future will be of great importance for the rest of the world. 
 
4.3.2 Emerging markets 
 
Emerging markets are economies that are restructuring their economies along market-oriented 
lines. These economies offer a wealth of trade opportunities, technology transfers and foreign 
direct investments. Li (2011) points out four important characteristics that make emerging 
economies so important. First, they are regional economic powerhouses with large 
populations and large resource bases. Second, they seek new policies to replace their 
                                                          
21
 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
22
 Government debt issued by the United States Department of the Treasury through the Bureau of Public Debt 
23
 Mortgage loans to a person with a poor credit 
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traditional state policies that have failed to produce economic growth. Third, they are the 
world‟s fastest growing economies. Forth, they are critical actors in the world‟s major 
political, economic and social affairs (Li 2011).  
Emerging markets survived the recession subsequent to the financial crisis in a better way 
than many of the advanced economies. The current progress of emerging markets like BRICS 
will allow them to play an important role in the world economy and take more responsibility 
for economic and financial stability (IMF 2010). The challenges for emerging markets in the 
coming years are quite different from the ones for advanced economies. As the advanced 
economies are experiencing low growth, and even deflation, emerging markets needs to be 
aware of increasing inflation rates and rapid currency appreciation. 
Trade between the BRIC member countries has for the most part been denominated in US 
dollars. This has mainly been due to the dollar‟s size, stability and liquidity. There have long 
been speculations on whether the dollar should be discarded as the main currency used for the 
intra-BRIC trade. This trade has been growing by 30% since 1999, and currently accounts for 
8% of global trade (China Daily 2011). In April 2011 the speculations became a reality as 
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa signed an agreement saying that all future trade 
between them will be conducted in their own currencies (E24 2011). As we have mentioned 
previously, exchange rates are determined by supply and demand. The newly signed 
agreement between the BRICS will leave a reduction in the demand for dollars, whereas 
supply and demand dynamics implies a depreciation of the dollar. If the intra-BRICS trade 
continues to grow at the current rate of 30% and this is conducted in the local currency rather 
than dollars, the downward pressure on the dollar will amplify. 
In 2009 the BRICS represented 11.6% and 3.8%  of all  Norwegian imports and exports 
(European Commission 2011), hence the cumulative demand for Norwegian goods today is 
relatively small. The BRICS impact on the value of the NOK, can therefore be said to be 
small. 
Emerging economies must start to value their relationship with USA instead of confronting it. 
They must realize their emergence peacefully, with an open and stable world system. With 
USA not so confident about its world power anymore, while the BRIC‟s are, Canrong (2011) 
argue that these mindsets could cause misjudgments by standing in the way of USA to 
maintain their hegemony and the rise of emerging economies. He argues that the future 
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depend on two factors; One, whether the USA is willing to let the emerging economies 
develop and take part in the world system where old and new powers have an equal say in 
negotiations. Two, whether the emerging economies can understand the difficulties of power 
transition, secure a peaceful development and co-operation (Canrong 2011).  
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5. PREDICTION 
 
Economists continue to look for the keys to predict currency exchange rates. Some 
researchers argue that exchange rates behave like financial assets, whose price movements 
react to changes in expectations about future fundamental variables, rather than by changes in 
current ones (Wang 2008). This can be one of the reasons why exchange rates are so hard to 
predict. There are so many factors involved. Even though, we feel that we have managed to 
form ourselves a picture of how the NOK/EUR relationship will appear in 50 to 80 years. 
Because of the long time horizon, we have decided to divide our prediction into two parts; the 
short run (2011-2021) and the long run (2021-2090). 
For the short run, the factors we find to be most significant are interest rate differential, the 
petroleum industry and economic growth (GDP). For the long run, we will present inflation 
level, the petroleum industry, economic prospects and the world economy.  
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THE SHORT RUN 
 
Table 5.1: NOK/EUR drivers from 2011-2021. 
NOK/EUR drivers 2011-2021 Effect 
Interest rate differential ↓ 
Economic growth (real-GDP) ↓ 
Petroleum industry ↓ 
 
The table illustrates the cet. par. effect of each of the drivers. A downward effect on the EUR/NOK exchange 
rate indicates a downward pressure on the EUR or an upward pressure on the NOK. 
 
Interest rate differential: 
Currently the key interest rate in Norway is 2.25%, and 1.25% in the Eurozone, giving an 
interest rate differential of 1%. DnB expects an interest rate differential (main scenario in 
prognosis) of 2.25%, and an exchange rate of NOK 7.50/EUR in 2014. This is mainly due to 
expectations of growth in wages and increase in household consumption (E24 2011). The 
implied effect of an interest rate differential on the exchange rate can be illustrated by the 
formula presented in part 2.6, in the following matter: 
1. Interest differential of 1% in 2014 (unchanged throughout the period): 
p = (  )3 -1 = 0.03298, or 3.3%.  
2. Interest rate differential of 2.25% in 2014 (1% in 2012, 2% in 2013): 
p = ( )×( )×(  – 1 = 0.05271, or 5.27%   
3. Interest rate differential of 1% until 2021: 
p = (  )9 -1 = 0.09248, or 9.25% 
p >0% implies that the home currency (NOK in this case) should appreciate. p < 0% 
implies that the home currency should depreciate. 
Historically there has been a positive interest rate differential (from a Norwegian point of 
view) between Norway and the Eurozone cf. figure 3.4. Between 2004 and 2007 there was 
primarily no differential, and from 2008 there has been a differential mainly between 1% and 
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2%. In illustration 3 above, we have calculated the implied appreciation of the NOK against 
the EUR with an average interest differential of 1%.  
The Norwegian economy is expected to grow at a higher pace than the Eurozone. It is 
therefore likely that the Norwegian interest rate will remain relatively higher than the 
Eurozone interest rate. 
In the latest prognosis from DnB NOR there are expectations of growth in the general 
Norwegian wage level of 4.8% in both 2012 and 2013 (E24 2011). There are also positive 
expectations regarding economic growth, investments and household consumption. For the 
Eurozone the prospects are gloomier. Due to the low growth and a high level of uncertainty, 
interest rates are expected to be kept low (DnB NOR 2011).Considering current prognosis and 
the historical relationship, we believe that an average interest rate differential of 1% is 
plausible for the coming ten years. The implied appreciation of 9.25% in the next 10 years 
should give an exchange rate of NOK7.069/EUR in 2021, based on today‟s (26.05.2011) 
exchange rate of NOK 7.79/EUR.  
Petroleum industry: 
For the coming ten years, we expect the revenues generated from the petroleum industry to 
remain at a high level. This is mainly due to the expectations of high oil prices, discovery of 
new oil fields, increased investments in the petroleum sector and also that a rapid decline in 
the petroleum production is not anticipated until 2020 (DnB NOR 2011). Together with the 
positive synergetic effects of the increased oil price, the petroleum industry will have a 
positive effect (downward pressure on NOK/EUR) on the Norwegian krone for the coming 
ten years. 
Economic growth (GDP): 
According to Fondsfinans, SSB assume that the growth of Mainland Norway GDP will 
increase from 2% in 2010 to 3% in 2011. The main reason for this is high orders for both the 
import- and the export industry. Expectations about future revenues are high for Norwegian 
firms. Increased domestic demand will help to maintain high economic growth and will 
eventually lead to a positive cycle for Norwegian economy (Fondsfinans 2010).  
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The outlook for the Eurozone is more uncertain. Germany is the leading country, boosted by 
exports and corporate investments. Other parts of the Eurozone are at a more critical stage. 
The budget cuts in Portugal, Ireland, Spain and Greece are set to weigh down economic 
growth. The debt situation will continue to depress the domestic demand for the coming years 
(Handelsbanken 2011). A report published by the European Commission (March 2011) argue 
that the GDP growth for the Eurozone will be of 1.6% in 2011, slightly above the previously 
forecast growth rate of 1.5%.” While exports should continue supporting the recovery, a 
rebalancing of growth toward domestic demand is expected for 2011, resulting in more 
sustainable growth”, the executive arm of the 27-member union said in the report. The report 
also pointed out that growth will be uneven across the member countries (International 
Business Times 2011).  
The prospects for the Norwegian economy are more positive than for the Eurozone in the 
coming ten years. A higher GDP growth implies a higher future interest rate in Norway. The 
effects of the different prospects should be a downward pressure on the NOK/EUR 
relationship.  
  
Figure 5.1: Estimated GDP for Norway and the Eurozone. 
 
Source: (European Commission 2009) 
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THE LONG RUN  
 
 
Table 5.2: NOK/EUR drivers from 2021-2090. 
NOK/EUR drivers 2021-2090 Effect 
Inflation  ↑ 
Petroleum industry ↑ 
Economic prospects ↓ 
World economy; USA and emerging markets → 
  
The table illustrates the cet. par. effect of each of the drivers. A downward effect on the NOK/EUR exchange 
rate indicates a downward pressure on the EUR and an upward pressure on the NOK. 
 
Inflation: 
In part 2.7 we established that PPP is supported by empirical tests, and is assumed to hold for 
Norway. This gives that in the long run, the exchange rate between two currencies, will adapt 
according to the relative price level in the two countries. Below are the official monetary 
policies for the European Union and Norway, indicating the implied long term growth in price 
levels. 
The monetary policy of the European Central Bank: 
“The primary objective of the ECB’s monetary policy is to maintain price stability. 
The ECB aims at inflation rates of below, but close to, 2% over the medium term” 
(ECB 2011)  
The monetary policy of the Norwegian central bank (Norges Bank):  
“The operational target of monetary policy shall be annual consumer price inflation 
of close to 2.5 per cent over time. Monetary policy shall also contribute to stabilizing 
output and employment.”(Norges Bank 2008) 
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If the inflationary target of 2% and 2.5% for the EU/Eurozone and Norway respectively, is 
maintained and holds on average, the implied cet. par. effect suggested by PPP can be 
calculated using the formula presented in part 2.7: 
= ( )80 -1 = ( )80-1 = 0.4788 or 47.88% 
0% < implies that the foreign currency (EUR in this case) should appreciate. 0% > 
implies that the foreign currency should depreciate. 
Based on today‟s (26.05.2011) exchange rate of NOK 7.79/EUR, PPP suggests an exchange 
rate of NOK 11.52/EUR in 80 years. Although it seems unlikely that the NOK should 
depreciate by almost 50% against the euro, the effect of the negative inflationary differential 
(from a Norwegian point of view) is an upward pressure on the NOK/EUR, a depreciation of 
the NOK against the EUR. 
The petroleum industry: 
Though fish and minerals are important export goods for Norway, they are of marginal 
significance compared to oil and gas. Norway does not currently have any other natural 
resources, or other goods, that can replace the petroleum industry. It is therefore more than 
likely that the current trade surplus will converge towards a trade deficit from around 2020. 
Exactly when a trade deficit will occur is however uncertain. 
Previously we described the positive synergetic effects of a rise in the oil price and increased 
investments in the petroleum industry. As the activity in this sector is expected to decrease 
substantially in the long run, there will necessarily be negative effects of this. Suppliers (to 
the oil industry) will experience diminishing demand, which will affect the demand for labor, 
and consequently result in a negative effect on the GDP. 
The inevitable scaling down of the petroleum industry will leave a lot of workers without a 
job. Some of this surplus is expected to find its way to the public sector, as the group of 
people over 67 years of age is expected to double in the coming fifty years.  
We also believe that a diminishing petroleum industry could have a psychological effect. The 
petroleum industry has given Norway a significant position in the world economy, because of 
positive expectations about the future. When the “oil adventure” comes to an end, we fear that 
there might some sort of a “recoil-effect”. This is what happened in the Netherlands in the 
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1960‟ and 70‟s, and is referred to as the Dutch disease. The Dutch disease denotes the 
challenges countries with temporary natural resources revenues can experience in terms of 
increased costs and a large public sector. When revenues decrease, the restructuring problems 
could become painful (Johnsen 2010).  
The effect of a reduced petroleum industry on the NOK is a downward pressure due to the 
resulting decrease in demand for NOK. 
Economic prospects: 
In both the Eurozone and in Norway, the demographic changes will impose challenges in the 
future, resulting in decreased working forces. As a consequence the productivity growth is 
expected to decrease in the long run. Generally, a high GDP-level creates expectations of high 
interest rates due to the positive effects (e.g. employment and income level). From the 
projections on GDP growth done by ECB, we can see that Norway is expected to experience a 
higher growth than the Eurozone.  
Figure 5.2: Projected growth in GDP for Norway and the Eurozone. 
 
Source: (European Commission 2009) 
The cet. par. effect of the future economic prospects implies an appreciation of the NOK 
against the EUR in the long run, hence a downward pressure on the NOK/EUR relationship. 
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The world economy: 
Norway and Europe is a part of the larger picture, the world. How the world economy in 
general could influence the NOK/EUR relationship, is hard to predict. Nevertheless, we 
believe that the state of the world economy must be taken into account when we make our 
prediction. A healthy future world economy will provide better conditions for both Norway 
and the Eurozone. We have previously stated that the American economy is the largest 
national economy. The world is dependent on demand from USA and also on goods/services 
produced in USA. Likewise, emerging economies will play an important role in the future.  
There is no doubt that emerging markets and USA will have a strong influence on the world 
economy, and also an impact on the NOK/EUR exchange rate. It is however hard to detect a 
distinct relationship. No matter how big the influence of emerging economies will be in the 
future, or in what way the American economy will develop, it is currently impossible to 
predict how such changes can influence the NOK/EUR relationship. This is because we do 
not have the right foundation to analyze the impact of such potential changes.  
 
The NOK/EUR trend - 2011-2090: 
In the coming ten years the petroleum industry and projections on the Norwegian economy 
relative to the Eurozone, implies an appreciation of the NOK against the EUR. If we were to 
predict a trend for the NOK/EUR exchange rate for the coming ten years, we believe a 
convergence towards NOK7.069/EUR is plausible. The interest rate differential between 
NOK and EUR is the main driver, combined with increased oil prices and a maintained high 
level of petroleum revenues. 
In the long run (20-80 years) the inflation rate differential and PPP together with expectations 
of decreased activity in the oil sector, and no real substitutes, will lead to a weaker NOK. 
Even though relatively higher GDP growth is expected for Norway, we do not believe this is 
enough to fully offset the depreciating effect of inflationary differences implied by PPP. It is 
impossible to determine an exact rate, especially for a time horizon of 80 years, but a 
convergence towards NOK 11.52/EUR, is likely. Though we cannot be certain that the 
exchange rate will reach NOK 11.52/EUR, the macroeconomic forces imply a relatively 
strong depreciation of the NOK in the coming 80 years. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
 
In our thesis we have assessed the long term exchange rate relationship between Norway and 
the Eurozone. We have chosen a theoretical analysis, rather than a more technical 
econometric approach. This is due to the complexity and the uncertainty involved in making 
projections for such a long time horizon. There is little empirical data available for the time 
horizon used in our thesis, hence the choices we have made and the factors we have included, 
are based on our own opinions and the knowledge we have acquired throughout our studies. 
 
It is impossible to predict the exact exchange rate for tomorrow and even harder for the next 
eighty years. We have considered the generally acknowledged drivers of the NOK, and 
evaluated their predictive abilities for a long time horizon. Further we have discussed the 
macroeconomic forces, trying to establish an economic picture for the coming years.  
 
Our findings are that in the coming ten years (2011-2021), the NOK will appreciate against 
the euro. This is mainly due to the expected interest rate differential, but also due to favorable 
economic prospects and a remained high level of activity in the petroleum sector. For the 
following 70 years, we believe that the NOK will experience a strong depreciation against the 
euro. This is due to the relationship between inflation rates and exchange rates, implied by 
PPP. Also, a reduced petroleum industry suggests a depreciation of the NOK.  
 
Though a long term currency exchange rate prediction like ours is based on a poor empirical 
foundation, we believe that we have included the most important factors relevant to reach our 
objective. This can arguably be referred to as a subjective opinion, and we encourage to 
further research on the topic. 
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